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Project Highlights:  

• Mechanisms by which organisms rapidly respond to sudden environmental changes 

• Mother senses environmental stress signals to produce stress-resistant progeny 

• Use of the most recent genome-editing tools, as well as biochemistry, and next-gen 
sequencing 

Overview (including 1 high quality image or figure): Maximum 350 words 

Sudden environmental changes are challenging for the survival of many organisms. Some organisms 
evolved mechanisms to cope with uncertainty, by sensing the environment and transmitting 
selected adaptive traits to the next generation. 
 
We use the nematode Auanema freiburgensis as model to study the mechanisms by which 
environmental signals sensed by the mother results in the modification of the germline to produce 
stress-resistant progeny. In this nematode, chemicals produced by nematodes of the same species 
are used as signals for overcrowding. Thus, by sensing these chemicals, the mother ‘prepares’ the 
progeny to withstand the lack of food that occurs in overcrowded conditions. The progeny arrests 
development in the form of larvae, and can survive in the absence of food for several months. Once 
in a benign environment, the larvae resume development to become self-fertilizing adults.  The main 
objectives of the project are to identify the chemical nature sensed by the mothers, how the sensory 
neurons convey the information to the gonad, and how the germline changes result in different 
kinds of progeny.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Conceptual framework. An environmental trigger changes the state of the soma, which 
sends a signal to modify the germline. 

 

 

Insert image or figure 



  

 

Methodology: Maximum 150 words 

Chemicals will be isolated from nematode cultures and tested for their influence on the sex 
determination and stress-resistance in the F1 generation. To identify the neuron sensing the 
chemicals, single cells will be tested by killing them with the use of a laser microbeam. The nature of 
the communication signal between the neuron and the germline will be tested by performing gene 
knockouts using the genome editing technology. Changes in the germline upon neuronal signal will 
be tested using immunoprecipitation with antibodies recognizing histone modification markers. 
 

Training and skills: Maximum 100 words – excluding CENTA training information 

Students will be awarded CENTA2 Training Credits (CTCs) for participation in CENTA2-provided and 

‘free choice’ external training. One CTC equates to 1⁄2 day session and students must accrue 100 CTCs 

across the three years of their PhD.  

Students will learn to use the latest genome editing technologies (CRISPR-Cas9) to inactivate gene 

function and to tag genes to visualize their time and site of expression. Furthermore, students will 

acquire skills in bioinformatics (learn how to code in Unix and R), how to ablate single cells and 

immunocytochemistry. In addition, students will learn how to organize and execute their 

experiments in a timely fashion, how to document experiments, prepare presentations, write 

professional articles and work in a team. Many of those skills are transferable to other disciplines 

and professions.   

 

Partners and collaboration (including CASE): Maximum 100 words 

The chemical characterization of the signals produced by nematodes will be in collaboration with the 
chemist Frank C. Schroeder at Cornel University (USA). The characterization of gene expression 
changes will be performed with the collaboration with the laboratory of Oded Rechavi at Tel-Aviv 
University (Israel). 
 

COVID-19 Resilience of the Project: Maximum 100 words:  

Please give concise information about how the COVID-19 pandemic might potentially affect project 

delivery and how far mitigation efforts can be made available. Give a clear overview of those 

mitigation efforts, if the project or parts of it might be affected. If a shift of topic would be possible, 

please indicate in which direction any adjustment could be made. Please note: Project proposals 

without COVID-19 resilience information will not be advertised.   

The project has RNAseq analysis component that would entail analysis of different strains and species 

that respond to environmental stimuli. Since RNAseq can be done from home, it would this would be 

able to mitigate for experiments that cannot be performed in the laboratory.  

 

Possible timeline: 

Year 1: Fraction and test chemicals produced by the nematode. Make laser ablations of single 
neurons.   



  

Year 2: Generate mutants for neuroamines and neuropeptides using CRISPR/Cas9. Characterize 
mutants. Start immunocoprecipitation experiments.   
Year 3: Transcriptome analysis of animals exposed to defined chemicals. Characterise candidate 

genes involved in cross-generational inheritance using genome editing technologies 
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